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EDITORIAL
The academic year of 1965 is nearly ended. Yet, at this time, where the 
ghost of final examination is constantly before the responsible student, this 
International Students’ Club Magazine, called "The-INTERNATIONAL” is prepared 
and published. Thanks to the help given to us from every side, we are able to 
publish this first magazine in time.
The original writings coming into the editors desks are very encouraging.
Most of them are interesting and very informative. We would like to see that, 
more articles will come in for our next year’s publication.
As the first group of students to occupy this new College, it will be 
inescapable that we have had our problems, It is still fresh in our minds how 
we had to share the rooms for the first month of the year.  The noise created by 
the builders is still annoying us. But these things do not lower our college 
spirit as a whole.
There are students of 13 nationalities living in this college:- Australians, 
Indonesians, Pakistanis, Indians, Malaysians, Singaporians, Israeli, Hongkong, 
British, American, Irish , Vietnamese and Korean. It is interesting to see how 
the students of different nationalities, religions, background and way of thinking 
can mix homogeneously forming a big family mint. Here overseas students are able 
to lose the consciousness of Being strangers, a minority group and find a freer 
atmosphere for thought and expressions. 
The experiment cf International House was done and is a success. In the 
world of this time, we need a large amount of mutual understanding and respect.
To understand other people’s point of view and to respect it.
Under the guidance of our good Warden, Mr. Ivor Cribb, the resident tutors, 
and the election of Messrs: Ian Keys and John Teh as the International House 
Students' Club President and Secretary respectively and the whole body of the 
students, put this college into a better perspective and we achieved a comparatively 
good result in every field.
The coffee break talks were a success. Three speakers from this college 
messrs: Hasanbasri,James Hart and Dr. Kumar had participated in  giving the talks.
This coffee break talk should be carried on in future. It could be arranged 
that good speakers from outside give us talks on interesting subjects.
College spirit is an elusive, ccncept, particularly to the outsider, but to 
those who have experienced College life it is that important intangible, yet very 
real, quality that distinguishes life in College from life at home or in a boarding 
house. It was this collective feeling that enabled us to field teams, of varying 
ability, in all the inter-college sports this year. Some of these teams were 
very good, others very bad, but it is to our credit - those who took part, those 
who barracked - that the other colleges congratulated us on the fact that we far 
exceeded their expectations of a new college.
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It was this spirit that gave us almost a complete roll up to the swimming, where 
we came last, and the best cheer squad compared to about 60% by the next College. '
It was this feeling of• communim that influenced Malcolm Hunter to come out of 
retirement and take the. football field, very much against the wishes of his fiancee, 
only to break; his leg ;in. the first,ruck after only 15 seconds. • It was College spirit 
which involved many people in activities for which they had neither the time nor the 
inclination (nor often the ability) under normal circumstances. .
Yet the •picture is far from dismal. We were second‘in the basket-ball (and 
unlucky to lose) and the dabating ;(again ditto) and good thirds in the squash; golf 
and hockey^ while in tennis we were fourth. Other teams, Swimming, Cricket, Football, 
and Rifle shooting, came last but this is to be expected in our first year with only 
limited numbers, sixty-four compared to up .to 190 in other Colleges. Three very 
successful- dances were conducted as well as a beer night and the Valedietory dinner ■
and also the usual twice weekly College •coffee. We can only say thank you to the ■; 
Warden , Tutors, Executive of the Students *• Club and all members- of the Students'T ...
Club for their full participation . in the activities of •the year. Finally the editors 
would like to thank all those who have contributed to this magazine arid commend their 
efforts to future years.
Our Motto:—
"May Brotherhood Prevail, ;





G en: tlem en, '
At the- end of our first .year, .as an affiliated college within the .University of 
Queensland what can I say to you .as Foundation Members of International House. ;
Perhaps- all that is neede.d is "Thank you" but your Editors require more than that.
UpOn reflection, . I wonder just how many of the objects as set out in the 
constitution we have achieved? These are as follows: To afford Australian and 
non-Australian., students - residence, guidance, .domestic, moral- and disciplinary 
supervision, cultural, social and recreational facilities and tutorial assistance 
in their prepar at ion for the' lectures, and examinations of the University; -and to 
provide a meeting place for the cultural, social and recreational activities for 
all non-Australian .students of the University, and a place for Australian students . 
to meet with their non-Australian fellows. The- latter part’ of these aims will not .
be completely possible until, in the final stages of the building* programme a 
recreation and conference hall to. seat 250■ is built. Then International House will 
be able to function •as .a social and cultural centre as ^ envisaged by the - framers 
of the constitution. • • • , . .
To return to the more immediate aims. The Board of Governors has supplied 
a very adequate physical framework. But the spirit of the College, and, to a large
extent, the lines of its de ve l opme n t depends up on the Students' -Club-. T his year,
I feel, you have set a pattern for co-operative living, which I, as Warden, would
like to see continued as our numbers grow. What I hope we all will achieve here is
a University College unparalleled in the allegiance and loyalty of its students. In 
other words, ,International House is not just a place of residence; it is, for a 
period, your home and as such demands your fierce loyalty and affection, your energetic 
participation in its ideals, in return for your residing here.)
Academic success is the prime reason for attendance at a University. However, 
it seems to me that within a University College such as ours you have the fullest 
opportunities, not only for playing an active part in the corporate life of a 
University with all the rich and varied experiences entailed therein, but also, 
through the sharing of College life you can add something more to this experience - 
a mutual understanding of peoples, of cultures, and of problems common to all 
mankind, and an opportunity for all to grow in tolerance and understanding.
In conclusion, I thank ■ you all for what, individually and collectively you have 
done to bring honour to International House. Visitors have been loud in their praise 
of the friendliness, courtesy and kindness you have afforded them. To field teams 
in all I.C.C. competitions in the year of foundation has set a fine precedent for 
future years. I hope 'bat you academic efforts will be crowned with success and 
that you as well as I will remember with pride and affection our foundation year 
at International House.




It has- been, very fulfilling for me to have' been President of the Students f 
Club in this,, its inaugural year. At the beginning of the year the tasks confronting 
us all appeared so immense that the first 'impulse was nat- to face up to them.
However, thanks to the hard work • of all members,of the College, we have- achieved, 
one by one,- .all the things we dreamed and planned of doing at a romantic first 
meeting of'the Students' Club. - . '
I have been fortun^e in being associated with a very efficient executive and : 
a group of students who were prepared to go out of their way to assist in many 
tedious, time-consuming projects• . Such •has been the enthusiasm' shown that, in our 
first year, with:a limited number of students,- we ' have initiated and carried out 
successfully a full sporting and .social programme which should normally have taken 
several years to. develop. . . ' * .
On being elected President the only objective in my mind was•to concentrate 
on building a collective College spirit. Once this was done the college would go 
forward by leaps and bounds. There has been excellent criticism from the Warden and 
senior students of the • methods - or perhaps the lack of methods .. employed in building 
this spirit,- especially with respect to student discipline. However, I believed it . 
easier to train, and modify a College spirit at a later date, rather than nip it in' 
the bud before it was established. • '
The way' in which the students from so many countries live- here to-gether in 
good fellowship.is. an example that individuals, irrespective - of their backgrounds, 
all basically have the same desire - .to- be at peace and get on well with their friends. 
The College spirit exhibited at International House this year can only be commended 
to the students of the years , that fallow,-
Ian E. Keys 
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INAUGURATION OF THE STUDENTS ’ CLUB.
On Tuesday, March 2nd, at the suggestion of several students, a meeting was 
called •to inaugurate a Students’ Club ' within International House. At this first 
meeting a_ committee of seven, with Jeff Spender as Chairman was elected to draw up 
a Constitution. From many and varied sources, some as far away as St. John's College, 
a mock up Constitution was culled together by the ' Chairman, and after considerable 
negotiation at the committee level, reached the stage of-going to an inaugural 
meeting on Sunday, 7th March 1965, With a few minor modifications, it became the 
Constitution of ths: Students’ Club. .
Some • of the sections of the Constitution are important. First, considering 
the disparate composition and backgrounds of the students of 'International House, any 
enforced system of initiation would be artificial. However, as there are a number of 
menial tasks associated with college life, it is definnd on whom these tasks should 
fall. Probably the clause most pregnant in significance is "all members of the college 
are to be' treated with dignity and respect”. •
Secondly, it was the intention of the framers of the Constitution that the 
Students’ Club be a Students’ Club, and to this effect, the Warden, Tutors and other 
administrative people were excluded. However, the Warden and Tutors can, at the 
invitation of the Students’. Club, participate in the I.C.C. Sporting fixtures, and 
the social activities of the Club.
The third important section of the Constitution concerns the election of one 
Overseas and one Australion student to be members of the Board of Governors of 
International House. Having student representatives on the governing body of a 
College is a position other Colleges might envy, and members of International House 
should be aware of their privilege in this respect. Ian Keys and John Teh were 
representatives this year.
At the meeting at which the Constitution was accepted, the foundation committee 
was elected. . Jan. Keys.has the distinction of Foundation President of the International 
House Students’ Club. John Teh was elected Secretary, Ragbir Bhathal, Vice-President, 
Alan Kline, Treasurer.
The year representatives on the committee were Cheah, Rod Wilson, Ignatius Yo, 
and John Boyd,
The Sports Committee consisted of R. Bhathal, M. Hunter, I. Keys, J. Hulbert,
W. Heatley, Tham and R. Wilson.
The Social Committee was A. Andronicus, J. Teh, A. Kline, R. Hurley, I. Korman, 
N. Fraser, P. Venton, M.McBride, Liew Yow Keong and P. Block.
,— oOo--
6A LOOK AT PAKISTAN •
. . . . . .  • by ‘
. . : Zakir Rahmani M.Sc.
As; a . separate and distinct entity, Pakistan emerged on the map of the world on 
the historic day of 14th of August 1947, when the territories constituting the then . 
British Indian Empire were carried out 'into two Independent and sovereign states, . 
namely India and • Pakistan. Geographically, Pakistan consists of two wings - East 
Pakistan and West Pakistan - both of whom are separated from each other by nearly 
1,000 miles of the Indian territory. The total land, area of Pakistan is 364,737 
square miles with a population of about 100 million people••
 ^ West Pakistan- touches the Himalayan foothills and the Hindu Kush mountains in. the' 
north. It is separated from Russia by a narrow stretch of mountain ranges and sprawls 
from the pamirs down to the Arabian sea. It adjoins Iran and Afghanistan on the West 
and north-west and India on the east and south-east.
East Pakistan, lies between the Indian Province of west Bengal and Burma with the 
Bay of Bengal to the south. It comprises some parts of the former province of Bengal 
(as partitioned in 1947). and the district of Sylhet of the former province of Assam 
and the Chittagong-Hill tracts.
West Pakistan is a land of great scenic contrast. The rugged and mountain 
regions of the north give way to the plains and fertile fields of the Indus Valley, 
while to the south and west is barren desert. In East Pakistan there are no great 
contrasts of landscape. Heavy rainfall and an extensive river system have made this 
wing of Pakistan ' a green and' a fertile land, • .
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Although Pakistan is a newly independent country in South-East Asia, yet it has 
been the cradle of one of the earliest known civilizati.ons that flourished in Pakistan 
in the Valley of the mighty • Indus river more than 4,000 years agor,. Archaeological 
finds revealing the wealth and organization of prehistoric cities have been unearthed 
in West Pakistan along the Indus. About. 1500 B.C. this civilization was overwhelmed 
by the Aryan invaders who not only established their rule but also spread their 
religion, which in its more, developed form, came to be know as "Brahmanism". As the 
centuries rolled by, this-land was subjected to a succession of invaders. Alexander 
the Great let, his army through the Khyber Pass by about 326 B.C. The Persians came 
under their King Cyrus, Darius and Xerxes and with the fall of Greek and Persian ’
empires, invaders from central' Asia swept through this land.
Muslims first entered the territories of the. Indo-Pakistan sub-continent in 
712A.D. ‘ when they settled down in a fishing village near the present site of Karachi.
They traded along the' Indus' Valley and soon the entire region came under theiir influence. 
For two centuries the'Muslim Conquerors were content with their hold in this area but 
in 918 A.D. and 'all-out conquest of the entire sub-continent was begun by the 
Muslims from Central Asia - again through the historic Khyber Pass.
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By the 11th Century A.D. Mohammad Ghori, an Afghan King, extended 
conquest to the area that non constitutes East Pakistan.
the zone of Muslim
The Mughul Empire was established in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent in 1526 
with the .conquest of northern India by Babur,a Mughal King, who introduced into the 
Indo-Pakistan Sub-continent new designs in the lay-out and planning of gardens, 
construction of domes together with a flair of literature and a tradition of empire 
building. Mughul power reached its height under Akbar the Great, who 'gathered round 
him a gEllaxy of genius- seldom equalled in history. By 1700, under Aurangzeb, the last
and mightiest. of.the Great Mughul emperors, almostthe entire sub-continent became 
part of the Mughul empire,
Following the disintegration of the Mughul Empire - caused by weak rulers,■ quarrels 
over leadership, chaos and an’a*rchy, the British who had obtained a ■trading Charter in 
1600, ■gradually . became masters of the land. Their decline gave Muslim political 
consciousness a severe' jolt. The first abortive attempt to overthrow the foreign * 
power was the armed.uprising of 1857, which was -soon suppressed, but which spelled the 
economic and political ruin of the Muslimnation.
Eventually, a desire for freedom from 'foreign' domination ■began to manifest itself 
among all sections of the sub-continent. Among the Muslims' this desire resulted in the 
formation of the All India Muslim League in 1906. After years of frustrated attempt 
at a co-operation with the Hindu-dominated Indian National- Congress, it■became clear 
that there were unbridgeable distances of faith and culture between the. Hindus and the 
Muslims who lived side by side ns two distinct nations. The Muslim League declared • 
that the only hope for the Muslims of the sub-continent lay in the creation of a separate 
state of their own. This goal.was formally adopted by the All-India Muslim League at 
the hh.istoric session held in Lahore in 1940 under the- leadership o"f Quad-i-Azam 
Mohammed Ali Jinah.
And so it was on August 14th, 1947, when the ' British withdrew from the sub-continent 
that India and.Pakistan emerged as two independent -and Sovereign statEls. The area 
in which the Muslim"constituted a majority of the population came to be•known as 
Pakistan. . • : .
: CONSTITUTIONAL PROGRESS • ' ’
As a result of the division of the sub-continent, Pakistan was not only established 
as an independent sovereign state but also^'an equal partner in the ■British Commonwealth.
After the passing of the constitution on March 23rd, 1956, Pakistan declared hereself 
a Repulic , within the British Commonwealth. On October 7th, 1958, in order to arrest 
the deteriorating political and economic conditions and'to bring ' back stability and 
security in the country, the constitution of 1956 was abrogated and martial law was 
imposed through out the country. Field-Marshal .MohammadAyub Khan, Commander-in-.
Chief of Pakistan army, was appointed Supreme Commander and Chief .Martial Law 
Administrator•, On October 27th, 1958, an 11 man presidential Cabinet was appointed 
to run the administration with Field Marshal .Mohammad Ayub Khan as President•. The 
Revolutionary Government promised a representative f rm of Government suited to the 
genius of the people and easily workable in the conditions obtaining in the country.
As a first step towards the realization of this objective, the scheme of "Basic 
Democracies” was introduced. . .
• BASIC DEMOCRACY - A NEW ROAD : ■
The promulgation of a new constitution in Pakistan marks an other milepost in 
the series of radical reforms introduced by the Ayub Administration since 1958.
This is the general principle underlying these reforms - in President Ayub’s 
words: "They (the peopie) shall be the final arbiters of who shall govern them and
how. In other words, the people shall have the right to hire and fire their rulers.
This is basic."
Against this background, two significant measures were undertaken in the political 
field before the introduction of the 1962 constitution.
First was the promulgation of sweeping law reforms in 1959. ' These reforms 
divested the powerful landed interests of West Pakistan of their hold on the country1s 
political life. Political power was dispersed among a wider middle class of peasant 
proporietors, which the reforms brought into being. . .
GRASS' ROOTS:-
Second was the development of the institution of "Basic democracies” in I960, 
whose aim was to strengthen democracy at the grass. roots. Under this system 8,000 
local Councils were elected.by adult franchise.' Each Council was composed of ten 
members and each member was'elected by secret ballot from a constituency comprising 
a population of about one thousand. Each villager knew who.he was voting for. The 
ground was cut from under the demagogue who had sought in the past to explcit 
unsophistication at the village_leyel. •
Under the new constitution, two years later, the 80,000 elected members of the 
local Council became the Electoral College empowered to elect the President, National 
Assembly and the two provincial Assemblies, Thus, the gap between the village and the 
city - a critical problem in most underdeveloped countries - was narrowed.
Within this framework, the new Constitution of Pakistan follows the presidential 
pattern. It provides for (i) ■ An elected executive with a fixed term of office.
(ii) An elected legislature which is the source of all law,
and
(iii) An independent judiciary to interpret the law.
Inscribed in the Charter are basic human rights. Under the Constitution all 
citizens are equal before the law. There is freedom of religion, expression and 
movement. There is protection against forced labor and protection for all minorities.
The Constitution contains numerous checks and balances on the power of the 
executive. The President 'may Veto a bill but the national assembly can override the 
Veto by a two-third majority. The President is empowered to dissolve the Assembly 
under certain circumstances, but he must then also seek re-election as President.
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PQPULARITY, STABILITY:-
Clearly, as shown in Pakistan, popular government and political stability go hand 
in hand in stimulating a rapid rate of economic growth. The new Constitution assures 
; .that the impressive strides made by-Pakistan ■ in recent yeai:-s in terms of economic 
development and social reforms, will continue in an atmosphere of representative 
government.  ^ - :
Finally, we, as a Muslim, believe as our Holy Quran says:
• . ‘ ■ ' • ■' ' ' ' ' ”THE LORD CHANGETH
NOTWHAT IS WITH A PEOPLE UNTIL THE PEOPLE CHANGE WHAT IS IN THEMSELVES” ;
DRINKING IN BRISBANE:
. (The author a post-graduate'student.from India,'had.never seen’
. a pub or tasted. liquor in his country. Here he narrates his first 
. few. new experiences in Australia); . ‘ .
For me Brisbane had a surprise • >
Long queues on Friday nights
By and by my wonder grew ...
They could not be ration shops I knew 
E n qu ired my friends told . . .  .
These are •shops where liquor is sold .
Then I" realised where my friends disappear'on some■nights. '
Once a ’friend secLired distinction ' .
He'insisted I join his celebration •
This suited my reluctant delight
Scientific curiosity had overtaken my superstitious ‘fright'
I drank. a glass and asked for more . • , •
- With every glass.I began to relish more and more : . '
The head was dizzy and feet swept off thefloor : ; / . .
It was difficult to be upright any more . ■ , : .
Already several friends were on the floor
Strange energy flashed 'left and right ' •
* Feminine flattery reache d a new height *
There was only one wish in sight' -
There should be no dawn to this night 
Our host surmised : .
Who has lived in' this intoxicating delight ■
Will have no regret to die. ■
R. KUMAR- . ;
Ph.D(Raj ), Ph.^ D ( Qld)
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MODERN INDIA, ITS PROGRESS, PROBLEMS AND FUTURE. .
. By R. Kumar
. Ph.D(Raj) Ph.D.(Qld)
The progress of Indian Repulic is a matter of some interest to all the freedom 
loving people of the world for here lies a test of the fact that substantial economic 
and techinical progress, can be achieved under the banner of democracy and freedom.
Yet it appears .strange that so little should be known about Indian achievements in a 
country like Australia, h where the institutions of individual liberty and expression 
are so jealously safeguarded and rigorously practised. '
India is the largest democracy in the world with a population of 480 million . 
people. Modern India is a secular state where' its inhabitants of widely different 
religions and beliefs(Hindus,' Muslims, Sikhs, Christians, Buddhists, Jains, Nagas, ,
Anglo-Indians, Chinese and many others,) enjoy absolutely equal opportunities in life 
and where any' discrimination of any kind lands one swiftly behind the bars. Entry . 
into any profession, civil service, armed forces and political life is dependent purely 
on one's merits and probably this accounts more than anything else for India’s progress, 
At the same time people are mature enough to be aware of their rights and refuse to 
be taken in by the eye-wash talk of 'controlled democracy and dictatorship• Indian 
parliament- has two houses of elected members where matters of even the gravest national 
emergencies are freely and frankly debated. The experience of past three general 
elections shows that people have consistently refused to return all those politicians 
who fail to live up to certain 'expectations.
India’s achievements in the field of Science and Technology have been spectacular 
considering_ the fact that, before her independence she used to import safety blades. 
To-day in Asia (outside Japan and China); .machine tool factories; aircraft, tank and 
advanced electronics, factories; heavy water - and locomotive works and the immediate 
capability and capacity of the manufacture of nuclear weapons. Besides, there is a vast 
network of already complete hydro-electric projects; giant fertilizer plants, hugh oil 
refineries (5 of them); vast textile, bicycle and telephone manufacturing factories'; ' 
chemical and drug manufacturing works and numerous plants turning out diverse 
engineering goods. There is a network of more than 20 national research laboratories 
in Science and Technology. These laboratories are as lavishly equipped as the very 
best in U.S.A. and West Germany. Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia on a recent tour of India 
remarked "You have transformed'your country into a vast Industrial estate”. Indonesian 
Defe'nse‘Minister,General Nasutian on a _ visit to, an Indian Aircraft factory at Kanpur 
(India) said "this is really something 'on which an Afro-Asian country can be proud 
of, we will like the Indians to set up' a.similar factory in Indonesia".
Recently India became the fifth country in the world to extract Plutonium f:r.om 
Uranium. The method developed is so novel and economical that German and Swiss 
Governments sent their experts to study the process. Mr. Kruschev, -the former Soviet 
Premier on a visit to some Indian dams under construction remarked "They are the best 
impressions of my tour, this is'the only way that you can improve’the living 
standards of your people". Shah of Iran while visiting the second highest straight 
gravity dam in the world (at Ehakra, India) expressed the desire of having a similar 
dam built in Iran.
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The American Chief Engineex-Mrv Sulucum" replied "I'am'simply giving advice, all the 
intricacies are in the.hands of Indian Engineers. You must have an army of well 
trained engineers, before you can think of such a venture".
However, India. has not confined her- knowledge' and experience ■to her benefit 
alone. She is. assisting in the building of big dams at Mekong river in South ; 
Vietnam; few years back India was training about 200 Indonesian pilots a year; Asian 
and African .students receive training in the ever multiplying and expanding ■ Indian- 
Technical. and Medical'schools,;a very large number of Indians are teaching in schools, 
colleges and Universities in Africa and several countries of- Asia and there are few 
Universities in U.S.A, Canada, U.K. and Australia which. do not have at least one 
Indian "lecturer on their staff. The co-propounder of the rev olutionary new theory of 
gravitation is. an Indian (working at.Cambridge University, U.K). • Indeed so well has 
India progressed under democracy that the jealous eyes of her neighbours have turned 
against her. Despite the mentionedprogress,Ind£a. is still a . land of poverty and . 
disease. Hare some strange contrasts can be seen e.g. atomic .reactors, and bullock and 
horse driven carts exist side by side; cycles and Rolls-Royces drive side by side and 
majestic multi-storeyed buildings exist side by side with the worst. slums housed by 
millions of half fed and half clothed people. Despite the preachings of family 
planning' and birth control, the population is increasing at an alarming rate, so that, 
the mentioned developments1 fail to make a significant impact on the day to day- life 
of the- man in the street. India is in a desperate struggle on the one hand to.raise 
the living standards of her people and at the same time to protect herself against .
her hungry and ill-intentioned neighbours. After the 1962 Chinese invasion on India, 
the defence expenditure had to be increased to■a staggering ■and wasteful figure ■of 
65%. of the total national income (cf. 43 ustralian expenditure on defence). ■ Western' 
democracies are of little: help. .The late President Kennedy plea-ed again and again " 
with the United States Congress, to help India by setting‘up a steel plant at Bokaro 
but the. Congress flatly refused on.the ground that it will hit American steel exports 
to India, • . Same .is the, case with-oil exploration and other heavy industry. Here ■the 
business comes first, all the professed, publicised ahd cherished ideals of democracy' 
and of freedom; cease to exist, : -■•,. ■■■ m. . ■ -
As' well as thementior.ed problems, the gravest and most important problem is 
to maintain the integrity of India. With large numbers of minorities* the fissiparous 
tendencies in the country are very evident, every community wants. a separate nation ■
of its own, The bearded warrior.Sikhs of India want a separate nation (Punjap); the . 
naked Nagas are fighting for the last 12 years with bows and arrows and now also with. 
rifles' and machine guns (thanks due to some naighbouring countries who maintain an 
unceasing supply of- modern weapons to the rebels) for a separate nation (Nagaland); 
most nations of the world are unanimous that Kashmir should not-belong to India just 
because majority of its inhabitants are Muslims (they coolly ignore the fact that : 
there are 50 million .Muslims in India, the third■largest Muslim population in the ; 
world and what would happen. to them if Kashmir were to secede from Indian Union) and 
finally the South Indians want a separate- nation of their own. ■
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Historians 'have comp*ared India's struggle for integrity with that of U.S.A. when 
Abraham Lincoln fought one of the bloodiest wars to preserve .the integrity of American 
democracy. He' was' at that time severely criticized by good 'many champions of liberty 
and justice. India’s future has perhaps been very well expressed by Mr. John' 'Grigg 
(formerly Lord Altrincham) in ‘Guardian• (Manchester) of September9, 1965 under the 
caption. ’India's vital, struggle' where he says ”If India loses,fissiparous tendencies 
will soon. get out of■control and light of- freedom will be extinguished in Asia. •
Either way those in the West who are now failing to support India, will have a massive 
cause to regret". ' •
INDONESIA
by
Ha s a n b a s r i.
The Republic of Indonesia is now 20 years old, and the 20th anniversary of her 
Independence has ••■just been celebrated. On this occasion, . I would like to write 
something about. our motherland In b* - ..ri-:,,zine. History: The people of Indonesia •
were thought to have originated in the Asian mainland, e.g. from India, Siam, Cambodia, 
Indochina, etc. These migrants settled in the Indonesian Archipellago and formed 
scattered communities. As time went on, in the 7th century with the, .Buddhist Religion 
as the binding force, an Empire was set up centred in South Sumatra, called SRIWIDJAJA. 
This. empire ruled the Indonesian.Archipellago until it was conquered by another Kingdom 
called MODJOPAHIT, centred in central Djawa. This new kingdom which displaced' 1
Eiwidjaja in about 10th century_had Hind as the state religion.
During the 11th and the 12th centuries, a new religion came to Indonesia. It 
was brought on to Indonesian soil chiefly by either Arabic or -Indian merchants.This 
new religion ’expanded rapidly and scattered Islamic states were founded. Modjopahit 
finally was defeated and this was the end of Hindu Empire in Indonesia.
The Europeans then began to arrive in Indonesia and by 1602, a company was 
founded by the Dutch called V.O.C. This company was founded purely for economic 
purposes, but later, came to rule Indonesia using ’Divide and Rule ’ policy. There were 
many rebellions carried out by the Indonesians against the Dutch Colonial Power, but 
since the revolts were not well organised and lacked modern weapons, they were easily 
suppressed.. ; . : ;
;l\t the beginning of 19th century, , well formed organisations were founded by the 
Indonesians. The purposes of these was limited to the economic field. Later- this 
was changed, as more and more Indonesians became educated. The voice of ’self rule* 
became louder and louder. After the first wold war, the ’National Party‘ was founded 
by Dr. Sukarno, who wanted full independence for Indonesia.
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After the second world war-, on the 17th August, 1945, SukarncrHatta on behalf of 
the ’Indonesian people declared Indonesian Independence. After a four years' colonial 
war, Indonesia, waS' finally recognised. and- became a member of the U.N.D. . , .
Basic Political Structure: . . .  .
The -Indonesian constitution stipulates that the highest authority in the state 
is the ’Madjelis Permusjaratan Rakjat’ composed of 'representatives' from all groups 
in society, including the political parties, and from all regions of the country. '
The-Madjelis ' exercises the peoples’ Sovereignty in full and determines 'the broad 
lines of state policy, thus deciding general courses or directions which'the Republic 
takes in a given period of not longer than five years.
The Madjelis elects the President and gives him a mandate to execute the policy 
it has determined. The President is therefore the chief executive. He enacts laws 
in concurrence with the ’Dewan Perwakilan Rakjat’ and is entitled to issue executory 
Regulations and orders. .
’The Dewan Perwakilan Rakjat ’ is a house of peoples’ representatives which holds 
legislative power in concurrence with the President. They are in a position to ensure 
that the President executes his mandate carefully and well.
’The Council of Ministers‘ is composed of persons wh6 are appointed by the 
President as his'assistants•• The ministers head the government departments. They 
are responsible only*’the President who has thus undivided responsibility'for all 
executive functions.
. . ‘The .Supreme Advisory Council’ acts 1ike a kind of "brains trust”, for the Pres­
ident, considering matters he raises.or taking its own initiative. over an issue. .
. ’The- Government Departments’ are the usual administrative organisati.ons, most of 
which have regional offices. ’ '
These are the bodies comprising the basic political structure of the Republic of 
Indonesia as-stipulated by the constitution. :
. To realise all its strength and glory, a nation needs a philosophy. For- the ;
Indonesian, the Pantja Sila. or Five Pillars, is the philosophy adopted.
PANTJA SILA : 1. Belief in God. ■
2. Nationalism. . . . ■ .
3. Humanism. • .•
4. Democracy. • ■ .
5. Social Justice. •
From this philosophy come our foreign and internal policy. This philosophy, 
for us, is comparable to the. ’Declaration of Independence’ of the United States. The 
Pantjasila safeguards our identity and our-national integrity. Anyone, who understands 
Pantjasila, can understand the Indonesian People. . . .
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 ^ A BRIEF HISTORY OF SABAH
by
V.M. HIEW.
Sabah,. formerly British North Borneo, 
became one ' of the States of Malaysia in 
September 1963.
It occupies the northern tip. of the 
Borneo'Island, with Jesselton, the capital•
. Few people know the early history of. 
Sabah. It seemed that from the 7th 
century onwards, trade was established with 
China and IndoChina.
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A Chinese Commander, Cheng Ho, visited 
Borneo during the 15th century but no attempt was made by the Chinese to exert 
political influence.
From the 1 6th century onwards, Portugese, Spanish, Dutch and English explorers 
also visited the island. Sabah,' then, was largely under the influence of Sultan of 
Brunei, who, because of some internal troubles, sought help from the Sultan of Sulu 
(Philippines). Unfortunately the latter was subsequently captured by the Spanish•
* ‘In iT63y Sir Villiam Drape captured Manila and released the Sultan of Sulu, 
who" in' gratitude, 'ceded to the East India Company all the territory obtained from 
the Sultan of Brunei. : .
. In‘ the following years, pirates from the •Sulu infested the waters ' of Sabah,
giving much unrest. Fortunately, James Brooke, Rajah of Sarawak, extended his 
influence and improved the'' situation.- '
In 1 846, Captain Mundy., Commander of H.M.S. "Iris" hoisted the English flag in 
Labuan*, an island off the Western Coast of Sabah. A treaty, of Friendship and commerce 
was signed. between the . British Government and the Sultan■of Brunei. This •island 
became a Crown Colony in 1 890, with. James Brooke as first Governor •
Two Englishmen, William Cowie and Baron Overbeck, developed interest in Sabah 
and negotiated with the Sultans ■ of Brunei and-. Sulu for the grant of a large area.
They- later formed a Company, the Chartered Company which, apart from developing- the ' * 
country; economically, also administersd justice.
In.1888, Sabah, together 'with Brunei and Sarawak, became a British Protectorate. 
Sir William'Treacher was appointed first Governor. . •
Meanwhile, immigrants- from-Chinese Mainland and Singapore flowed in to 
establish•trades and^work as labourers, mostly without the intention of' settling 
down at first.' :Little.had they known they would become rich towkeys one day.•
(Business Men)
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One of the natural assets of ..c^tJ.^iy^Asithelthick jungle, the home of the
lovely timbers which form one of the main exports of Sabah to-day. The country is 
also suitable for planting rubber and coconuts, both also important exports (i.e. 
rubber and copra)•
. Jhe cbinese quickly set up shops along the coastal towns, namely Sandakan (the 
pre-war cap^al) Tawany Kud'=!t, Labuan and Jesselton. The natives e.g. the ,Meruts and 
the Bajaus,. continued their headhuntings in the inland, while the Dusuns (now . Kadazens) 
and the Males' formed the intermediate groups.  ^ .
The progress. of the country was suddenly . hct f.ted. .by the invasion Q.f_ the. Japanese 
in 1942. for 3t years, tHe country was unde r the enemy's rule. Whenthe war ended, . 
the country was in complete ruins.
After the war, the Chartered Company was dissolved . and Sabah became. a British 
Crown Colony in 1946. Rebuilding work was first rather.slow but was ,later.speeded up. 
with fantastic pace end'‘to-day Sabah is easily one of the most coveted spots of . the 
world.
. --— -oOo
SOME FACTS ABOUT THE' UNIVERSITIES IN HONG . KONG
by
Anthony, S.H. Mak
:i,1.A . (Hons);, .. D ip .Ed. (H.K.
There are at the moment two universities in this tiny but well-known Oriental 
city o.f Hong Kong. (The total area, of Hong' Kong is Approximately. 400': 'square miles with 
a population approaching the 4 million mark). .The University of Hong’ Kong, established 
in 1911, was originated from the Hong Kong Medical* School which was-' founded ' at 'the- end' 
of the 19th c.entury and strangely enough it had not. only produced. a. large number .of 
western doctors. but also .a handful of Chinese revolutionarists among whom was. .Dr. Sun 
Yat Sen who freed China from . th£? ' tyranny of the Manchus in the Revolution . of 191.1;. ■ The 
other university, the Chinese University . of Hong Kong,,, was established . only in 1964 but 
its complicated yet interesting history has found no parallel in any other parts. of the 
world. When .the China’s People '1 3 R epublic was set up in Peking in 1949," a large number 
of political refugees flowed to Hong Kong, including a large: number of -ex-professors, 
ex-lecturers and intellectuals. of the various. former -universities in China. A number of 
post secondary colleges which did not enjoy a university status had . Sprung. up ■since'
1950 to cater for. the needs of many youngsters who sought higher education after.their 
secondary schooling and who had failed.to,enter the-University of Hong .Kong, either y 
because of financial problems or because of their failure in the highly competitive 
matriculation examination.— To- ■ complicate the picture, the re are .many Cheese Secondary 
Schools- in.. which . Chinese .is the.' teaching medium and the aim of which befdi-e 195Q- was 
to prepare. _students. .-who:-wished to further::" their studies in the5 universities in China.
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The students with their original avenues blocked find it difficult and sometimes 
impossible to compete with those who come from the English Secondary Schools for entry 
into the University of Hong Kong where English is the teaching medium (except in the 
Chinese Department).. In view of public demands, and the actual needs of the people, the 
Hong Kong Government agreed to establish a second university based on these existing 
post' secondary colleges of better equipments and approved■standards. In 1964, the 
second university was formally establisherl which was in fact a federal university of 
three colleges, Chung Chi, New Asia and 'the'United Colleges.
In size and, facilities, these two universities lag behind the University of . 
Queensland, e.g. the University of Hong Kong offers only five faculties, Arts, Science 
Medicine, Architecture and Engineering, but the standard is very high. Each of them can 
accommodate only about 2,000. students, and considering the size of population in Hong 
Kong, one could imagine what ' sort of top cream these students would represent.
Consequently, a large number of wealthy students seek their.further education in 
England, America,■Canada and Australia every year. A small number also go to Mainland 
China or Taiwan depending on their political beliefs. •
The hostels are more or less the same as those of the University of Queensland wit 
poorer facilities in the newly established Chinese University, but generally speaking, 
students would find it much more convenient in living in a residential college in Hong 
Kong than in one in Queensland. Take the St. John’s College of the University of Hong 
Kong for instance, it is a 7-storey building on the hill overlooking , the western part 
of the Harbour and is equipped with an' elevator. It has 24 rooms on each floor which 
is installed with a telephone and can be used free of charge. The two top floors are 
occupied by girls. Formal dinner is only held on every Monday, when.the undergraduates 
wear a short-sleeved and Hawaiin-shirt length green gown. There are four choices in 
every meal, and between 9.30 to 11.C0 in the evening, students could order snacks like 
chicken noodles, fried rice, congees etc. from the kitchen. What is more, students can 
sign out all lunches and 4 dinners in a week, which will be refunded at the ' end of the 
term.' .
, "Ragging” on freshers is still going on on an underground basis as every year at 
the beginning of the first term, the vice-chancellor will issue a severe warning to 
the seniors that if they are caught on this prohibitive behaviour, they will have to bea 
grave' consequences. Indeed, several senior students had been suspended for a whole 
academic term because of their illicit involvement in forcing some greenhorns- 'to• 
perform certain "undersirable activities”. Social activities, like'launch picnic, socia 
gatherings, barn dance, and'balls (usually held in the best night clubs) take place 
frequently, but owing to the conservative traditions of the Chinese girls, -"blind dates” 
seems to be out of the question.
Space does no.t ' allow me to write m o re but I hope I h a ve succeeded .in revealing 
some interesting facts about the universities in Hong Kong.
----oOo----
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THE DEBATING SEASON - 1965.
. by
' • " : . R.E.H .
Ladies glanced apprehensively at their watches as.the hands of the Old Milton 
House Clock drew nearer to the hour of eight. A debate had been arranged to commence' 
at that hour, and as yet there was not a sign of the opposing team,- the esteemed 
gentlemen of Internationa1 House. The supporters had arrived though and in no mean 
force; one coul d de tec t a s light embarrassment i n the air.’ as a minority of p a l e - skinne d 
rather fragile girls sought to provide seating for the teaming Asian hordes that.had 
suddenly invaded*their midst. One might also detect, if one was at all adept at 
detecting the finer shades of human feeling, a certain frightened air amongst the ladies, 
as though these gentlemen had intentions other than supporting their debating team.
Where could they be?. Guesses.were hazarded amongst the gradually mixing company 
as the hour drew nearer. Two minutes to eight.' Could it be that International House 
would be ignominously let down at the last moment. That the House would have to forfeit 
the very first debate of the Season, to a Women’s College that was hardly a College 
at all?. Perhaps the team had had a motor accident? Lost their way perhaps? The 
question was finally resolved as at half a minute to,the door burst open,- a cheer rent 
the air as the three heroes walked in,- the air wafting with a faint perfume of XXXX.
One of them, it was observed, immediately dashed to the lavatories, remaining there for 
a full ten minutes. ' . .
It was thus, fifteen minutes late, that one of a number of Inter-College debates 
got under way. The Motion - 'That the Fresher System be abolished*, - was proposed 
with the intensity and all , the serious it deserved by the ladies of Milton House.
The opening speaker, clenching tightly in her hand an indescribably small sheath of 
notes was observed to. become quite emotional at times in her delivery. That the Fresher 
System was unjust and contrary to human ideols, contrary to the spirit of Christianity, 
and therefore should be done away with,- was the crux of her argument. Ten minutes 
later, perspiring' freely, the lady sat down to a burst of applause from the attentive 
audience.
A hush followed as Madam Chairman introduced the first speaker for the ’away 
side’• Mr. Hurley briefly introduced his team as a band of rogues and ruffians and 
drunkards, ( as indeed appeared to be the case ), and proceeded to outline an argument 
in support of a Fresher System. One would use the word argument only for want of a 
better word, for his argument, {as proved to be the case with all subsequent debates ), 
was virtually none existent. Rhetoric perhaps, but of logic and reason there was not 
a scrap that one could indentify in this opening speech. The audience however responded, 
with cheers, with tears, and occasionally with belly-laughs. But the thought uppermost 
in the minds of the team was, what would the adjudicator think ' of this illogical, 
brilliantly delivered nonsense?. Would he like the audience be moved, perhaps to the 
degree of awarding the debate to I.H.? Such a_ terrifying thought had never occurred 
to the team in their preparation.
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The horrifying ' possibility of winning,this match began to loom into a probability as 
the second Milton House speaker got under way to a now silent audience. She was 
frankly furious that, a really rather important subject should' be treated with such 
Goonery, and proceeded in no uncertain terms to make this clear. Nods of approval 
could be seen by' a' careful observer; for the relatively few ladies present were pressed 
so tightly from all sides in the, by now quite cramped, room, (for the■room which at 
first had ample space for all, had during the opening speeches been gradually filling 
up, as the Australian members of I.H. began to arrive), that one could hardly see them 
whichever vantage point one chose. .
Mr. Hallan doggedly rose to his feet to describe how in one of his more exciting 
wartime escapades in the Sahara he came across a ’Dreaded Fresher’. He went on to 
describe the advantages of a sadistic and masochistic society, rising to a soaring 
pinnacle of oratory• The climax of the evening had been reached,- pent up feelings 
and emotions were released as Mr. Hallon sat down amongst tumultous applause
The debate was wound up by analytical speeches from both sides of the. House. An 
obvious effort, of supreme will-power was made by our third speaker, Mr. Spender, as 
literally staggering to his feet, and with an arm firmly supported against the’side 
of the chair, Freshers weje summed’ to infinity, dissected' to the limit, and finally 
equated to a worthless MC • Silence followed as Mr. K. Goodwin began the ' • ' 
adjudication.... .........
Five hours later, a latecomer to the College would have noticed a light in the 
Tutors Study, A Block. He might even have been invited in for a sour claret. Had he 
done so, he would have most surely been asked to join in the conversation and perhaps 
to c on t rib ute- to the ma s s of' figures c o ve ri ng the b lack b oa r d. For there was only a 
fortnight left to -the next debate, and this time the team -thought that they ought really 
to take the matter more seriously.
Perhaps too seriously, for Marshall Cook turned out to be a man of some humour, 
and liking, (apparently), the more frivolous approach of the I.H. team, awarded the 
wnd debate v. John's College, to us, by a small margin. John’s produced some competent■ 
speakers, and were it not for the brilliance of Hallon, we might never have made 
it.; The topic of the evening?• ; Australia is a cultural thief• With John’s speaking 
in the affirmatiye, a reference to'the architectural features of the House was perhaps 
inevitable. It was of course treated with the contempt that such a remark deserved,' 
by an ’at Horne’ audience as usual completely overpowering the opposition by sheer 
weight of numbers. It was indeed fortunate for John’s that they did not try any of 
their usual debating tricks by attempting to kidnap for instance I.H. personnel.
Such a course of action would have led to immediate disaster. As it was defeat was 
in any case their fortune; and after the result had been declared, -John’s College 
members of 21 yrs and over ,.were privileged to drown their- sorrows 'in XXXX, by the 
flickering light of an A Block Common Room Fire. It was a case, (as a Fresher' member 
of the John's College Tiebating , Team remarked before the match), of the ’better team 
winning. Much energy and thought was put by Hallon, Spender, and Hurley,- into the 
topic for the semi-finals against King’s. Curiosity is only Vanity!
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Dictionaries and encyclopedias were consulted not to mention books of proverbs, 
quotations, 'Australian and other obscenities, and of course the mathematical treatises 
of Whitehead and Russell. Speeches were learnt, recorded, replayed again and again, 
until- the team had attained a pitch of perfection. They were polished and competent, 
raring to go, and spoiling for a war of words. It was at this juncture that-King’s 
asked- for'' a postponement,- it was not the first. A week later came a request for a 
second postponement, and when the day actually came, a message was received from that 
Royal College,- ”We forfeit the match”. Out of 250 students, . there were not three . 
willing ’ to ’ have a go, willing tb ■accept the cha11enge. What was the reason? Were they 
all frightened of speaking in public? Hardly to a public. Perhaps the remnants of a 
Stone Age were to found at the other end of St. Lucia, an illiterate community of 
ape-men, gibbering to one another,- communicating with two or three upheld fingers.
International House had reached the.Finals! The team was congratulated on all­
sides for this notable achievement. The team did not, however,share all this - enthusiasm. 
They now bore a heavy burden of responsibility. - The reputation of the College was at. 
stake! One could notenter this debate with the spirit of frivolity that pervaded the 
Milton House debate. An important job had to be done, and well at that.
The evening of- the Finals eventually came. At twenty to eight three gowned 
members of the I.H. team arrived in the luxurious circular Common Room of Emmanuel 
College. Hallon - dark-suited, severe, and obviously well prepared for the occasion. 
Hurley - a charcoal black suit with a brilliant yellow waist-coat, a spanking new 
haircut, grinning to himself absent-mindedly from time to time. Spender - a trifle 
shabby, sober, a little gaunt under the eyes. Three minutes to eight, - the Common 
Room packed with excited Emmanuel College Freshers. Not an International House member 
to be seen. Hurriedly the. Team searched for - sixpences, noticed that Mr. Cribb had 
arrived, who quickly perceiving the awkward situation rushed to a phone-box to ' summon 
in no uncertain terms the sleeping members of the House.
Meanwhile the contestants took the stand..
Much to everyone’s ' relief, the opposition produced nothing out of the. ordinary 
in their speeches. They could be beaten easily, and indeed this was the way it appeared 
as the evening wore on. ’Is Australia really Necessary?’ -was the motion on the floor,
and I.H. said no! It proceeded to. prove its point by imagining that someone.had removed 
Ayer’s Rock, let in the floor and sunk the Continental Island. What difference would ' 
this have made to the world? Virtually nothing. In fact everyone else would have more to 
eat and more- of lots of other things as well. Gradually a concrete, coherent argument 
emerged, to be excellently summed up by Mr. Spender who with verbal, ease completely 
pulled to pieces’the arguments of the opposition, for what they were worth. It must 
not be imagined that Emmanuel College were a poor.debating team. . On the contrary they' 
had what I.H. lacked, - deportment. For it was observed that each member of the team, 
his turn to speak having arrived, carefully took four paces forward to the front of 
the rostrum, put his heels together, toes slightly apart, head up, and-with a straight 
back delivered his speech from approximately one dozen sheets of paper, the sizeof a 
small notebook. This obviously quite well pleased the adjudicator, a Mr. Henry- Finukan, 
who after an almost 'apologetic preamble, awarded the debate to Emmanuel.
Next time we will know better!
--- o 0 o-----
COLLEGE SPORTING BLUES.
This year it was decided that College Sporting Blues should be awarded to member 
of the Hquse satisfying the following conditions as drawn up by the sporting committee 
of 1965. . .
To gain a Blue a member of the House must have gained nine (9) points, these 
points being awarded as follows:- ’
(i ) If a member plays for the House in an Official or Unofficial I.C.C. Sport he 
gains one (l) point. *
(ii) If he is a regular member of a team in an official College sport, he gains two
(2) .points.. To gain the status of a regular member, he must have .played three
(3) or more full games or in the case of Athletics and Swimming, he needs only
to be a tearn member. . .
(iii) If he is selected in an I.C.C. Team he gains three (3) points.
The following points are awarded only if the member has played for the House in 
the same sport in that year. ■
(iv) If the member is a regular member of . a University "A” grade side ■he gains. ■. .
four (4) points. , : ,
(v) If he is a member of an Inter-Varsity side he gains four (4) points. '
(vi) • If. he is a member of a State team, he gains six (6) points. •
(vii) If he is a member of a combined Australian Universities side, he gains
seven (7) points.
As wi11 be noticed, no person can gain a College Blue by .playing only one sport. 
The Blues will be awarded by the Sporting Committee and their decision will be
final.
No person may gain more than one Blue.
This year four Blues were awarded. This may. seem a large number but it should 
be noted that the House had relatively five members and much of the burden was placed 
on only a few members..
Those awarded Blues were:- .
J, Hulbert. .. ... :.L.
R. Wilson. '
• M. Hunter. .
I. Keys. . .
John Hulbert played in a Queensland.Rugby Union Team against Australian United 
Services, while Rod Wilson and Malcolm Hunter featured in a number of College Sports 
notably tennis. Ian Keys also featured in a number of College Sports.
At-jthev^begihHihg of- tHs dbmpetit.ian, we seemed very - short of" Squash players and 
as ysual :in Sport; this ;year/'' people- ha'd to double up on their activities. We' eventually 
converted a tennis player, a footballer and a basketball player to the game., and held 
a few practices before the , competition, began.  ^ ; :
The standard this year in I.C.C. Squash was not very high, there being only three 
regular fixture players in the- whole competition. Seeding of players was very 
haphazard, resulting in many number four players, being considerably Better than their 
number two Is. Some compulsory grading should be devised for next year to prevent teams 
obviously .playing out of order-— often an unconscious but very unfair procedure.
The'competition nevertheless, was very enjoyable and gave us all some practice 
and a chance to see how good we were. Considering we only had one regular player,.the 
team did quite well. Malcolm Hunter could always be relied on as number four player 
and Irving Korman and' Ian Keys. put up good performances os numbers two and three. Our 
number one player only lost one match in the competition ~ of course the most. important 
one. We had several very' close- matches - especially with John’s Leo’s and Cromwell.
Against Cromwell, Malcolm Hunter just gave us Cl win by two points in'the final set • 
of the match - two rubbers all, eight games' all and 104 102 in points, providing
an exciting end to'close match.- : : ; '
We hope next year’s I.C.C. will be as enjoyable and keenly cbntested and extend 
thanks to all the organizers and players from other colleges whd mode it- a success.
The team, .for'the. House,consisted. of 'Malcolm Hunter, Ian Keys, Irving- Korman and 
Michael' pemberton. . ;
--- oOo----
QUOTATIONS; •
1. The more you know, the more you don't know and the more you know that
you’re stupid. • .
2. If you can't make a thing better, . rather than’making the m'tter worse,
* • it is better for you to shut . up. . . • • ,  ^ •
Hasanbasri
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. ; THE BASKETBALL REPORT .
We failed to capture the basketball trophy. However, we should be proud of one 
fact; our basketball team was truly internatiohal. We ' had'players from Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia, Hong Kong and Australia ’etc.
Our team achieved an unbeaten record until we met Cromwell College. This. 'was 
the comment made by the Basketball News (Edition 13/65 9th June 1965). ’International 
House was the impressive of all the college teams, with. a- good deal- of speed and control 
and accurate shooting from both in and outside the' key..... ’
During the final stage of competition, we were slightly behind Cromwell College 
in score but were equal on points. Should we had beaten St. Leo’s team by a bigger 
margin we would have won the trophy. Nevertheless, .luck was against us and we came 
in 'close second.
Despite the loss of the premiership, we had commanded both respect and admiration 
from all the other colleges, The zest of -owr-players•and-■ the college spirit our 
fellow collegians manifested would, beyond doubt, rank our college as one of the 
best colleges in Brisbane if not the best. ■
I wish to thank all our players for their co-operation and also to congratulate 
Yeo Song Seng and Frederick Tsen who were selected for the Inter-College Gombined 
team owing to their outstanding performance, Dur team attributes the success to the 
keen and ready support shown by the fellow collegians and Mr. Cribb, our Warden.
Tan Han Hiong .
■ (Basketball Convener)
■ TOURNAMENT TALK. :
Never before had such a tournament, ■ created so much rivalry and.antagonism: '
Why? Never before had there been such -a - tournament. Why? Never before had there been 
an International House. Why? Never before . had there been such a Bert Martin.
This was the first intrn-college; competition which provided the opportunity for 
the representatives . of the various countries to' assert their superiority over their 
rivals. In all inter-college events the international forces of International House 
combined harmoniously to form a not too frequent formidable unit; but, did brotherhood ■ 
really prevail? „
Training sessions were organised and, even' at ■' this early stage, it was' noted that 
the Singaporians were'preparing independently of their Malaysian neighbours. The 
Hong Kong dong was at work pinging the pong and.showed sufficient form in his barrier . 
trials to start odds-on favourite. Papua's defence looked anything but impregnable
and was being closely observed by the Indonesian contingent who were practising with 
their newly acquired atomic powered weapon. The passive Israelite did not seem 
to have any secret weapons though this possibility was not "holy" eliminated, while 
the crafty Korean was- giving 'nothing *away. There may not have been too much quality 
in the aid America sent,to support the South Vietnamese in their bid for the. title, 
but it ' was not to be denied that the quantity was there. Australia, as host country, 
were well represented both on and off the course. We can only be thankful that India 
and Pakistan did not clash at this. .early juncture though a plea for peace from the 
"mother" country‘would, no doubt, have solved our. problems,
Looking back over the.entire proceedings, one can not help but ask the question 
"What went Wong?”. . . ,
. ----oOo---- .
... . FOOTBALL REPORT
After its numerous and somewhat vain attempts at the other incidental sports on 
the I.C.C. agenda, I.H. members strode gamely into the second turn and the Football 
It wouldn’t- be often.that a season could be quite as varied as it was unsuccessful.
But we. did it. What.other college would have been able to .say of , a Saturday 
morning, "Well, we have about -twelve - volunteers for the slaughter so far, who else 
can we ’con’ into. it". However, the valiant, little (except maybe for the strongman 
of our team Andy Andronicus) I.H. team had one glorious claim to fame - did they not, 
in every trial of strength, emerge - not victorious in any real sense - but always 
with three beautiful points to our credit?
The game scores as they stand do not do justice to the fine standard of play 
showed by all who ' wore the gold jersey. The pride of the team, our Captain Ian Keys, 
who believed he might be God’s answer to the perfect half-back until he was penalized 
a number of times, when he handed over to'the- likeliest mug - usually David Easton.
Ian did however, score one of our two tries for the season, and ranks in some way 
with the college star of track and field, John Hulbert, who scored all but 6 of our 
points for the season, with his devastating goal kicks. Bill Heatley was the only 
other point scorer for the season. Bill, who was -consistent in never running on 
until the game was well started, still can’t account for the fact that he just happened 
to fall over the line, on the ball after it appeared to come from somewhere behind him.
Out match against Emmanuel was outstanding' in more aspects than the score. John 
Teh and Mal Hunter were both forced.to come out of retirement for this match Mal, 
much'against- his fiancee’s wishes. In what must be a record for the shortest spell 
on the field, Mal lasted about 30 seconds of the match, before suffering a small 
fracture of his left leg in the first ruck. Not long after this, Ross Ure who was 
playing in the centre lost 6ne of his front teeth in a tackle, and very soon after 
this , again, the team’s hooker Alan Kline could be seen daintily relieving himself 
of breakfast 6” behind the dead - ball line.
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Jeff Spender was the wonder of the team. Somehow, he managed to race around, at 
seemingly incredible speeds, for the whole game, on usually no training during the 
week, and numerous heavy nights along with this. Andy Andronicus was another player 
who always managed to overcome all adversities to play for the team. Andy was always 
badly aflicted with injuries, suffering a bruised knuckle, and sore ankles and knees, 
all early in the season, but suffered on as he- walked from set play to set play.
' Our - whole team was always the picture of physical' conditi on. On rare occasions 
about'ten team members would manage one training spell a week, but seldom any more. 
Somehow, also, it always seemed to happen that Friday nights were the heaviest' nights 
of the weeks. Invariably, . half the team or more would be out on the hops or elsewhere 
until well into the early hours of the morning, then they would have to be up again 
by 9 a.m. for the. match. As a result after the first 20 minutes of play. I.H. . 
players seemed to slump rather alarmingly. *
Those first 20 minutes were always our best. For instance, when we played St.­
John’s, the eventual runners up in the competition,we held them by leading 6 - 3 
for this time• . This really had their tails' up, but after our energy reserves peetered 
out, they were on top again. ’
For all who partook, it was a rather enjoyable season, of many incidents and 
little success. All team members wish to express their-thanks to .Mr. Cribb, who gave 
up his time to' coach the team even though few players ever turned up to the training 
sessions.
Game Scores:- Vs Union. lost
m1CDm
Vs St. John’s 26 - 6
Vs King’s I* CD I CjJ
Vs Cromwell 15- - 3
Vs Emmanuel 50 - 3
Vs St. Leo’s 20 - 3
----oOo----
I.H. SHOOTING 1965
"He led his regiment from behind- 
He'found it less exciting".
Gilbert & Sullivan- 
”The Gondoliers".
Anyone who happened to attend any of I.H.’s range practices this year will know■ 
just what Gilbert meant; wild volleys of shots sprayed ice-cream vans, other people’s 
targets, trees, birds and American astronauts. Regretably, none of these objects 
added to our score. Nonetheless, the team blazed its way on the great day of the 
I.C.C. final to that coveted trophy, the wooden spoon, a most fitting reward in view
r*«P -Pa^4- -------------> -  -»-------*-------  * 1 1 4 -
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However, one result emerged from the whole affair; if International House presents a 
fair average picture of the world's shooting ability, then - in any future war fought 
with conventional arms, the possibility of being hit from the front by the enemy is 




The I.C.C. Athletics was held on Wednesday, the 5th of May at the University oval. 
The College dumbfounded almost everybody with its sterling performance,not excluding 
ourselves.
Tremendous support was given by our college members; although we could not hear 
them we saw them.
Apart from the misbehaviour on the part of the Starter’s gun, everyone concerned 
in running the I.C.C. did their utmost to make the meeting a success.
The hero of the college was undoubtedly John Hulbert who scored ■8 points for 
the college with two seconds and a third. He was joined closely by Tham who came 
in with two seconds and a fourth. The rest of the cast messrs:- Ray Lovitt (4th place 
880yds), Steve Atkinson (4th place 440 yds), Mike McAuliffe (4th place 120 yd 
Hurdles) and Ross Ure and Rod Wilson all gave their best efforts. The team as a 
result, scored 18 points in the 5,3,2,1 points basis.
Considering the size of the College and inexperience, our 4th place behind more 
established colleges of John’s Emmanuel and Cromwell was indeed a feat. In fact, at 
one stage, we were heading on to 3rd place ahead of Cromwell. But our relay let us 
down by being unplaced when it exhibited very stylish cand intricate baton changes.
Lastly, on behalf of the College team, thanks must go to our Warden, Mr. Cribb 




The College golf team set out for Long Pocket with great expectations early on 
a Saturday^ morning tcwards the end of last term. From a team of six the best four 
gross scores were to count. We had Hulberi; Hart and Keys - members of victorious 
St. John's teams which had won tha golf every year since its inception four years 
previously. Added to them were the Warden, of an official handicap of 11 and Teh, 
Kline.
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To add to our confidence, the four hard;:,.working Med. students in the team had 
sacrificed precious study time to turn in outstanding practice rounds. The Warden 
had postponed an afternoon’s work to regain his former sweet'swing and Hulbert had 
won the Boxing Day trophy at Southport.
On the day•of the match however, some of our players were overcome - by the tension 
or the effects of the night before. Hulbert returned an 83, equal•to the best score 
of the day; while the unpredictable Teh ruled off an 87 and Keys a 90. The other 
members of the team enjoyed themselves. We finally finished third to John's yet 
again'- and Emmanuel. The House looks forward to doing better next year. Indeed, 
some of the players have been practicing consistently throughout the year and we can 
only hope they pass their final exams to realise their main ambition in life, to 
win I.C.C. • Golf!”
. T.E. Keys
--- oOo---- ’
TENNIS REPORT. . . =
I.C.C. tennis was one of'the first.inter-college sports played so, within the 
first few weeks selection had to be” made from our squad”of promising players. At 
the outset, the feeling was that the season would be a successful one if the early 
form of our players was to be of any indication. .
Our first game against Union resulted in .a'resounding and love-victory but in 
the second week, we we:r;e jolted back tq•reality by a narrow defeat by John’s.
Emmanuel and King’s Colleges followed suit but did so in a more devastating manner. 
Our match against Cromwell was- conceded to us on forfeit. The last match against 
Leo’s showed us at our best with a satisfying 8 love win over Leo’ "
College ”tennis always draws on a small nucleus of players and this being our 
first year, we were fortunate in finding enough players of a relative high standard. 
Such members as Rod and Peter Wilson, Mike Pemberton, Liew and David Easton should 
argue well for the future of college tennis.
A report on. tennis . would be incomplete without reference to our stalwart 
supporters who voiced their approval at the right time, both morale making for us as 
well as being good for the opposition! Jeff Spender as Tactics Tutor ably led this 
team even though at times he felt the missionary zeal of one player not quite enough!
A prophecy - the team next year will be good!
---o 0 o----
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HOCKEY 4 . ,■ .
We started .the hockey team, at the beginning the year by ■passing a slip of paper 
on which was written a sentence - if you play hockey write your name down. Well we 
were in for some surprises - there was a bloke who said the only athletic sport he 
ever mastered was backgammon and a few others who had ■ obtained John’s Blues for using 
the greatest number of pill s i n a s e ries of Athenian b o.w t s with some not to o w i ll in g 
members of the‘fair sex. Anyway, ' they said they would. like to play hockey.. Well it’s 
a free world and you cannot stop anyone who w^hes to break a few shins . or knock :out 
a couple of teeth. Of course, we had the_ regular stars Ray Hendle (RedcliffeA)
Mr. ' Young (University A), Liew Ah Choy,. and Kanesin (our new find for the^  season).
We had a few practices (not 6 a.m. practices!) and managed to pick a team for 
the I.C.C. hockey competition. I must thank the rest of the members of this House 
for having trained the team and helped in the practices•
We did quite well for a new College by being placed third in the I.C.C. hockey 
competition. Perhaps next year we should be able to win the competition. *
M. Young was selected for the I.C.C. hockey team. The first goal of the season 
for I.H. was scored by John Teh (our dashing left inner) from a brilliant pass by Rod 
Wilson (left wing), while Ian Keys kept the opposition busy. We had a solid defence 
with Felix at right back. We shall be sorry to lose Malcolm Hunter (our brilliant 
centre forward), who.is leaving us to start his career in the Australian Fatherhood.
C o rp s. We. s ha ll also.-be- s o r ry to l o s e Cheah Cheng Thye who i s leaving us to start 
his career in the Malaysian. Mining Industry. ,
The following represented I.H. at hockey; Rod Wilson, I. Keys, Peter Wilson,
John Teh, Kanesin, M. Young, Ray .Hendle, Ragbir B. Liew Ah Choy, Cheah Cheng Thye 
M. Hunte, John Boyd, Fred ■ Tsen, Yeo Song Seng, ■ Tham Tuck Ming.
' We wish to thank our coach Jeff Spender and.our regular supporters Dick Wan,
Alfre'd,Chin etc. ‘ . . .
Finally I wish to thank Ray Hendle, M. Young and John Boyd for refereeing 
some of the I.C.C. hockey games. • , ■ .
* Ragbir Bhathal




The year of 1965 being the occasion of our entry into I.C.C. competition, 
International House set out with our fine swimming:- team, to wit:- I. Keys, our 
undaunting captain, breastroker Teh, courageous Kline, Phillipa .Venton (ESQUIRE), 
odd job Heatley,. Black cat Hunter, smoothness Mc Bride, and the dark horse of the 
team, Cunning Ure. Prior.to this memorable occasion, our heroes prepared themselves 
with assiduous fervor, and they were unjustly ■ treated by that inconsiderate person 
Lady Luck to the extent that they were awarded LAST PLACE:in the competition: rumour 
hath it that the valiant effort of Mr. Kline, and likewise the sterling performance
of Mr. Keys, were unobserved by the Judge, who was talking ■to Mr. Hunter’s fiance 
at the moment in question. Undaunted by this happening, the occupants of our college 
(all of whom were present, .and barracking at the carnival) adjourned :to the refectory, 
Mr. K o rm a n narrowly escaping a c o 11 i s i on with a house in the middle of the road 
on the way., Therein they established a suitable finals to the swimming season.
' ' . .Heatley • '
----oOo----
CRICKET REPORT.
Perhaps the teams most consistent effort was put up by our captain, Ian Keys• 
He managed to lose the toss for all six matches. No wonder he’s not too keen on 
two-up! However, we can’t really blame- him for the outcome of. the matches.




I.H. 1st Innings - 88 
U.C. 1st Innings - 4 - 167 dec. 
I.H. 2nd Innings - 7 - 66 
by Union College on 1st Innings.
I. H. 1 st Innings - 56
J. C. 1st Innings 6 - 126 
I.H. 2nd Innings - 81
Won by St. John’s College on 1st Innings.
against King 's I.H..1st Innings - 118 
K.C. 1st Innings - 3 - 199 dec. 
Won by King ’s College on 1st Innings. :, =
against Cromwell I.H. 1st Innings' - 91 
C.C. 1st Innings - 1 - 149 
I.H. 2nd Innings - 49 
Won outright by Cromwell College,
against Emmanuel. I.H-'.• + st Innings - 42
E.C. 1st Innings - 6 - 116 
.• . I.H. 2nd Innings - 40
. : Won outright by Emmanuel.
' against Leo’s I.H. 1st Innings - 1 - 210 dec.
■ ■ I.H. 1st Innings - 95.. .
Won by Leo’s on'' the 1st Innings. ■
An analysis. of the bowling and batting figures seems to point out a few 
weaknesses which could be responsible for the. above results.
BATTING: ■
BATTER NO. OF•INNINGS N.Q., ■ H.S. TOTAL RUNS AV. ■
K e y s ; ■ io ' T - . 44 146 14.6.
Wilson ' P. ; 10 ■ - 48 110 1K 0.
Fraser 9 - 33 96 10.7.
Wilson R. 10 - 34 82 8.2.
C r i b b. ■ . - - — ••■■8 * 2 16 49 8.1.
Hinde 10 - 12 57 5.7.
Hulbert 6 12 34 5.6.
Kline 9 1 1 9 27 3.6.
Spender 8 1 ■ . 9.. 14 2.0.
BOWLING:
BOWLING NO. OF OVERS. MAIDENS RUNS- ' . WICKETS - AN. '
H i n d e 25 2 12 8 . 6 V 2 1.3
Hulbert 21 1 1 20 5 14.O
Keys . 14 0 114 3 38.0
'Wilson P. . 28. • . ; 0 207 4 51. 7
F r a s e r 1 8 ■ 2 . 106 2 53.O
Wilson R. ‘ 15 1 126 1 126.0
Other performances of merit were: '
Hunter - 25 runs from 1 over (Mal was the bowler).
Andronicus - Unblemished record of 1 innings, 1 notout, 1 run 
! ‘ average infinity.
With many of the players entering their second cricket season next year, the 
team shows real promise. However, Mr. Cribb is probably the only one sure of 




The Students’ Club decided to enter a float in the Commem. Procession depicting 
our' national dish (Pete'Wilson). The truck was kindly obtained for us by Mr. Martin 
and paid for by International House.' Its decoration on Thursday night was rather 
hurried - because of - indemant weather?. - No! — because the Keg could not be cracked 
until the job was done. '
Some of the more capable (sober) students joined the window shopping' expedition 
sometime.between' when the beer ran out and morning. Unfortunately, one college ’
member'made an unsuccessful attempt to- jump, .from Victoria Bridge - tough luck Neil. 
Some notable acquisitions that night were. 'a Policeman’s cap and Black. Mariah keys.
Most: of the students had ■recovered-sufficiently to enjoy the procession. The 
Reverend President, ' assisted of course, by. his black shadown, gathered his usual ,
flock (of. birds) during the procession. . “
The aquatic team was left in' the lurch by one member who was bed-ridden with a 
severe case of the 4X’s. Their non participation was unfortunate, because' on Thursday 
night’ .s form, they-lacked sure winners• . • ,
At the slosh ball' on Commem. Friday, we discovered that Jack Strap and' his 
Elastic Band supports the Meds. . as well as the Engineers. . . •
Those who weht to tile Commem. Ball happily en.ded the week with flats ( tyres) .
- ----oOo— —
: ! COLYMPICS. ; . .
The Club co-opted .four of our speedy (?) freshers, suitably unclothed, to carry 
the ’torch’ 'about half a mile along St. Lucia Rd., - it was a slow half mile too.
'. The main Colympics event was the steeple chase.,- in which we were represented by 
two willing (of course) freshers. They had some trouble getting through the ’bango’ 
in the sewer and consequently did not gain a crowning place.
We had entrants in all events and were happy to maintain.the standard set for us
by the s t e e p l e chasers. I .H. provided th a t ”er.... ah ••••bearded ..... um • ••.,.
ah dammit  ........ ’gentleman’??”. who ably compered the mixed three legged
race like a true American. ‘ ‘
I.H. students (plus others) succeeded in pulling Cromwell over the mark in the 
tug-o-war, after which our aquatic eight (including four freshers) downed Union 
(disqualified of course) in heat one, but dipped out badly in the semi-finals, thanks 
to that bearded ’youth’s* scholing ability. 4
The colympics were enjoyed by all who' participated (vocally or otherwise) and 




The season started., well, with, plenty of enthusiasm, even though for a while there 
was no boat for, College_use, exclusively. The University boats' were put to good l$Se in 
the early weeks of first .term whenever., we, could, get hold of them, which was most of 
the time; neither were the oars spared, as ’crack’ orasman Jeff Spender will'vouch for.
. . Even though on first rows, .great care had to be taken to make sure the tide was 
’with us’ on the return journey, lest we failed to return, it was not long before the 
constant. practice enabled longer,and smoother rows to be achieved, the furthest being 
to the Story Bridge by one crew on Easter Sunday., .
However, not only was emphasis placed •on stamina, but considerable improvements 
in style* and timing. were. made . also, especially when we were able to borrow one.of the 
Brisbane Boys' College Fours, for which our thanks' must go, not only to B.B.C., but 
also to the Warden and Russell Kerrison, as well as to Bill Campbell and Bruce Hervery 
for coaching.'• . . . . •
As the date for I.C.C. rowing approached,' all training'was done by the members of 
each crew together, and the course on Milton Reach, was concentrated on,
Entry of the two fours.in separate races. at the University Regatta a week prior 
to I.C.C. rowing was a beneficial move* and worth repeating next year, as.it gave 
valuable starting practice, enabling faults to be ironed out before the big race the 
following Saturday.
Our thanks must also go to all those who gave their time to coxing at one time 
or another, in the morning and evenings, and who often came back wet! We hope you can 
be relied upon next year.
There were a few panicky moments on the. ..rivery.when large boats appeared, hooting 
at five people resting in a boat in the middle of the river, but all such situations 
were negotiated successfully and due in no small e way to.our legality- in.having a 
strong. (if not consistent) white light in the bow! Even those who had,nothing to say, 
but took a long time tb say it, became reassuringly quiet as the length and'pace of 
each row increased -  yes, even dissenting voices are quietened by a long, hard row!
Little time was wasted, but the fishermen amongst us couldn't resist catching 
something, even if only a ling-sized crab, but often the monotonous regularity - in 
fact a certain No. 2 crewman was practically pulled into' the■water after' his large 
catch! .... . * - •
However, by race-day a big improvement was noticeable, and as well as the two
fours, a pair was entered.
. No : ■ No. 2. Pair
Steve Atkinson. • • Neil Frazer. John Teh. • •
Bill Heatley. ' Richard' Hinde. • Mike ..McBride (Str)
Phil Venton. Irving Ko"rman. Chin Teik Chuan (Cox)
Tony Knight {Str) , . Mike McBride (Str) :
Chin Teik Chuan (Cox) John Teh (Cox) *
Both crew No. 1. and crew No. 2 .. came fourth in ..thei.r respective races, the
First Fours and the Novice Fours, and the Pair rowed very strongly, being well-upin the 
field to the Finish.
Next year,;with,more.experienced crews, we should be able to place some strong 
competition in this field of College sport•
; : ■ ™ - o0o--- - ■ .
• . , THE: SOCIAL PAGE. ‘
’ ; '' • ' h&' . .. • . ■ . . ..
. * Inside Looking Out.
The be g i nni ng of t he International House Social life beg a n with a big, bang,. when 
towards the end of 1st term we held our first term hop. We had two bands,. Dick. Hurley, 
and his group, and the Purple. He.arts • . The latter were very good, but some-. of the more 
conscientious people' complained that they were too loud, and disturbed them at "study’’. 
There was no problem as far as the two o ’clock curfew was concerned, as most people 
were in bed by then-, some even- earlier.' We must be the' best rested College!!!
The hop left.its effect on.the palate , of all students, for several wee ks, owing. 
to a slight (?) miscalculation by. the drinks-fresher.. For the next two weeks, we 
"enjoyed" the remnants of.the refreshments supplied for the night .of the hop - some 
28 gallons of' temperamental orange juice. - . • ; ..
Our second.organised function■was the • college ’At: Home’. Among the official.guests 
seen enjoying themselves were .the Warden and his- wife, Mr.' & Mrs. Martin and represen­
tatives from the other Colleges. Under threat of having to drink the excess, the drink- 
fresher. calculated correctly this time. ;
Dress was formal, but dark suits were the order of the evening. However, our 
suave senior-Med. student took the occasion to hart, and wore tails.
Suitable mu s ic was supplied by the ’Seekers’, and' the ’’Chicken a la A dria n ’’ was
really appreciated. .
At the third term informal, mood music was supplied by the■"Counts’. Perhaps
this would account for the absence.of - many couples 'from- the dance' floor; a pity, since 
they were an extremely good group.
With at least a year of .College behind us, we look forward to enjoying next 
year’s hops, and we- hope they will be as successful as' this'' year’s.’ -
. — .— o0o«--- - .
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WHEN DID YOU GNAW LAST
' M
Philip I3JLock<
In days gone by it was thought that if an animal stretched to reach the leaves 
at the top of the trees, eventually it would grow a long neck. Today we know that 
while this is not true, the reverse is. If a organ is not used, it will wasteaway, 
atrophy and be lost to that animal.
In my capacity as a member of the culinary committee I have been most eloquently 
(it stinks, its s— t. it comes out better than when it went in). told of some possible 
shortcomings in our form of diet. pp - However, I 'have noticed one slight but 
meaningful factor that is common to-the vast majority of our meals. Almost of the 
food we eat has. been PREDIGESTED1 What do I mean? Have you noticed that the food on 
our tables -.has. •been; cut.. from the carcass and cooked. (This much is OK) But then 
it has been cut into smaller than bite sized, easily digested pieces. After it has 
been presoftened and tenderized physically, it is half digested by■heat plus natural 
and added enzymes. Finally it is. held at body temperature for long periods of time to 
further digest and to allow it to be well seeped in fluid to-lubricate the now soft 
gooey mess. ; .
In simple terms this eliminates the need for the teeth ( incisors and molars as 
well as canines) perhaps even the jaws. Since the food is well moistened there is no 
need for saliva (spit) to ease its -passage down the throat. The anatomical function 
of the stomach is.to hold up the passage of food into the intestines, however with the 
size of our portions' this is very unnecessary. The next portion of the digestive tract 
we meet is the sma+l intestines. This remarkable length of tubing (twenty feet plus) 
has the vital job of secreting enzymes and fluids mixing them into the food and then
absorbing the various nutritional elements out of the mass. If this sounds familiar
it is because the previous paragraph allotted this same function tothe kitchen. The - 
only organ left to call our own in the colon (large intestine) which extracts fluid 
and compresses any unusable portions of the meal into those well known brown', ovoid 
shapes. . •
The conclusion must be that if we continue along this line we must wind up with 
an entrance, a small- bit of intestine, and an exit. The same apparatus found in 
tapeworms. If this s is the goal those in charge are trying to reach,- I can easily
imagine drinking our meals in the near future. Or perhaps if we adapted our skin for
absorbtion, we could have our meals with and in our showers. This of course would 
save us much time for study as well as cut down on the expense of the kitchen staff. 
However, I would much prefer a thick juicy steak, wouldn't you?
One other possible conclusion, meals similar to ours would surely lead to ;
atrophy of our digestive tract, producing'a babe like dependarice on our one source of 
this specialized predigested food.
Could someone be using the College as .a gigantic Child Substitute?
------oOo------
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REFLECTIONS ON NEW GUINEA
• .by
M .R. . PEMBERTON (G.B .)
<. There are few countries in the world still under colonial, administration,•and
with the gaining of independence, political interest has focused on the African 
countries; New Guinea'then,f as an Australian colony,.has aroused much speculation - 
among newly emergent countre s on the length of time before it too attains self- 
government■; Conditions in New Guinea, with its difficult mountainous terrain, and 
primitive peoples, its many dialects and lack of communications, have created a unique 
situation whose solution needs much careful thought and planning,
1 A true perspective of the problems encountered is seldom' gained from available 
literature, ■ and many articles in our newspapers were written as the result of a short 
visit to Port Moresby, Rabaul and Goroka, all quite untypical of prevalent conditions 
in New' Guinea. I was' lucky enough to be able to' see a large section of the country and 
meet many experts in different fields, and yet I would hesitate to write anything more 
than a sketch of the country. This article is then merely some remarks on a few topics 
of general interest. '
A short histroy is necessary to set the scene and give an understanding of the 
present situation. In the- 1870's the London Missionary Society started activities in 
the Moresby area, a n ,all the early development of the territory - -schooling, medical,' 
agricultural -was due to missionary work. Even by 1920 the Administration was taking 
less part in developing the country .than the missionaries - Catholic and Lutheran in 
the North and North-West, Methodist. in the South-East and the islands, L.M.S. (Con­
gregationalism and Presbyterian) in the Moresby. area and south coast and Anglican in 
the North-East. ■ • Since the. last, war the Administration has taken an increasing part in­
schooling, agriculture, medical and transport facilities, and is now playing a very 
important part in the advancement of the country.
The coastal areas proved the easiest to develop and exploration of the interior 
was slow. The finding of gold at Wau and Bulolo.gave an added incentive to penetrate 
the densely prested areas of - the Owen Stanley’s and the Markham'.■ Valley. In the 1930fs 
the Waggi Valley, a large stretch' of fertile country between Boroka and Mount Hagen, 
was discovered, and with.the arrival of - missionaries and coffee planters the develop­
ment of the Highlands, began. ■ . ‘
There has always been fierce tribal fighting - Kukukukus against the coastal 
tribes, sepiks against Woseras, Chitnbus amongst themselves, village against village, 
tribe against tribe. The coastal peoples built their houses out in the sea on stilts 
for protection on. the assumption that. the highland attackers could not swim. No-one 
could sleep at night, for fear of attack. Since the Administration took control, tribal 
fighting has been almost completely eliminated, and in - discussions with New Guineans 
this was. held to be the greatest single factor in developing the country. With the 
coming of peace, came advancement especially in-agriculture and education.
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Agriculture is vitally important to New Guinea and much of her future depends on 
the development of primary industries, Land is very valuable, especially in the Highlands 
where steep valleys and mountainous terrain make'cultivation almost impossible. In 
many districts there is only one staple crop « yam and sago in the Sepik, sweet potato 
in the-Highlands, Sago,in the Western District, taro and sweet potato in the Owen 
Stanleys'- and its failure causes great hardship. Over-population as well in many 
parts of the.Eastern Highlands is another factor in making life precarious.
Agricultural officers are introducing new cash crops, such.as pyrethrum, expanding 
the production of old ones, especially. f coffee, rubber and copra, cocoa'' and"timber, 
and improving the. local subsistence agricultures with crop rotation and the introduction 
of new crops. In all the areas I visited agricultural and patrol officers were greeted 
by the villages. as friends, as people who could help them in a very real.way, and to 
whom they would come for advice on anything from a land dispute to the'price of a wife.
Again education has a fundamental part to play.in the advancement of New Guineans 
from' illiterate villagers to aware citizens. There are very few schools in the whole 
of New Guinea which go. above Junior standard and only centres such as Moresby, Rabaul 
and Lae have schools up to Senior standard. They are now starting a University college 
in Moresby which should encourage the schools to increase their standards.' In ■the . 
Highlands many. children fail to. come to. school and go instead to help with the work in 
the gardens. I taught Grades I to I II in Moresby to twenty year olds and above, and. • 
their grasp of anything was very poor. In the Highlands, of course/ there has only 
been one. generation who have had the benefits of education and parents still feel very 
sceptical about sending their' children to school. The Moresby area, on the other hand, 
has.seen at least two generations of European.influence and.the Motu speaking peoples 
of the coast around Moresby are the most developed in New Guinea. With missionary and 
later government help' they have produced some fine scholars and several New Guineans 
have been to Australia' on conferences and even' attended University. Unfortunately, . 
most of them come' back with a very inflated impression of their capabilities and:tend 
to treat their one-time friends with contempt. . ..
In the more advances area around Moresby, in New Britain, in the South-East, in 
the Madang and Morok districts, and indeed increasingly over the terrify, local 
government councils have been set up' so' that the-' villagers can learn to'control their 
own problems under the guidance of the administration. From what I saw, the results 
were most dicouraging, ' often resulting in utter' chaos if the administration had not 
stepped in in time. These people have no idea how to run anything' on an economic. basis. 
Trade stores went bankrupt, projects are■badly organized and interest is. soon lost in 
anything which requires concentrated effort over a long period, What else would one 
expect, though, as this is their first attempt at such a venture with little education 
and experience.to back them? • . .
To talk to New Guinea highlanders about democracy and the .position of. their ‘ 
country in world. affairs is quite meaningless. They are worried about how good the 
sweet potato or yam crop will be this year; 'whether they can afford to buy. new tools 
to use in .the gardens; whether beer will be cheaper next year; who will be elected to 
the council and how this will effect their position in the community. . Many.of them
have never travelled .outside their local surroundings and. have no conception of any 
other life.
In a speech for the last election, a candidate for the Western Highlands offered as his 
policy, more land, full stomachs, more beer and less work for everybody. All they 
know is that there is now a little money coming into their pockets through cash­
cropping, and peace and stability through' effective administrat^n measure1 3. • This 
will, of course, change with ’more intensive education/, but the advisability of giving 
self-determination to New Guinea in the near 'future is, very quAsti.onable.
With this background it was not surprising that everyone waited with expectation 
when the Sir Hugh Foot Commission was appointed to New Guinea. I knew the Australian 
liaison officer who accompanied the team of experts on their tour of the territory and 
had a first hand report on the results of their-mission. He told me that at almost 
every centre there was a plea for the administration to stay in New Guinea for as long 
as possible - some said fifty years, some twenty, but most thought they could hardly 
manage by themselves before 1980. Most people who had heard about Africa and other 
colonies feared the same would happen in New Guinea through the administration pulling 
out too soon. So' it was a great surprise for all concerned with the commission 
when the report was published sayirig just the opposite - that everyone wanted 
independence by 1970 at the latest and that Australia should be prepared to withdraw 
its administration by then. If ever a report was influenced by political intrigue ,
this was surely a case in point. '
The following year another commission from Afro-Asian countries visited New 
Guinea and found exactly the same reaction. Members from Kenya just would not believe 
the New Guineans who told them they wanted the administration to stay. They asked these 
people how much the government had paid,them to give the commission' this information 
and would not believe it was their own viewpoint. After repeatedly hearing this from 
every meeting they attended, the delegates had to change their minds. They asked the 
New Guineans why they did not. want independence and were told, they were much happier 
under the Australian administration- again they thought there were hired speakers 
and again eventually had to, change , their, minds.
Australia- pours over twenty million pounds a year into New Guinea and receives 
very little in return - surely-she'would be glad to get rid of this burden on her; 
economy? The fact that Australia stays■in New Guinea is then one of conscience and 
a hope that by so doing, she may further the cause of democracy in this world. To 
suggest Australia is exploiting New Guinea is ridiculous, and newly emergent countries 
should try to realize that colonialism can be good and that people can genuinely be 
happy under an administration which provides conditions for political and economic 
development hitherto unknown and leads them slowly and surely to self-determination 
when they are really capable of controlling their own future.
MEET THE VALEDICTEES.
. . . C.T..CHEAH .
Anybody can make history; only a .great man can write it. . ;
. The strong man at the;top in A block, became well.known for being a respecter 
of virginity.but no recent pertinent information.along this line is available at.the 
moment. Plays badminton and is a friend of .Hunter- a most unlikely combination. as 
Hunter plays all the other bat and ball games. Cheah is a typical engineer in that he 
likes to drink beer and stand and utter chunda, chunda••••••••••••
, ! J.S. HART
Experience is simply the name we .give our mistakes. ■
James has .become well known as the College barber, although the business died 
when a block was dropped on. it. Came from England to Queensland at a tender age to 
obtain a medical degree. Drives a V.W. around and occasionally does the Cinderella" 
act and .is seen in an R.R. Strongly believes that gentlemen are born, not made, and. 
that freshers are dogs. His main ambitions in life are to .win a popularity. contest 
and become Bugsy Steigel jun. .
' ' R .J.M. HALLON ' :
There are two reasons for drinking: one is, when you are thirsty, to cure it; 
the other, when. you are not thirsty, to prevent" it.
Robert Jame-s Morrison Hallon, the well known Irish-Spanish-Scottish-Londoner 
has spent a year at International House, gaping down from the. heights of tower C. 
at we lesser mortals like Zeus gaping from Heaven. He is reputed to have made 300 
trips tothe Regatta and 3 to the University - the latter for reasons unknown. Started 
going to the Regatta after reading from the Bible-- "Take a little wine for thy 
stomach’s sake". His recipe for old age. (he is now 27) - "Whenever you feel like
violent exercise, lie down until the- feeling wears off”.
. . ■ M.N. HUNTER - , ' ;
The- happiness of.;a married man' depends -on the people he has not married.
After having being born in a Persian Market, Mal was exiled to'New Guinea and 
then to England. Finally, he migrated to Australia in 1961. He drives a ?V.W., spends 
much time in the Heather and is known to be engaged. Is the president of the Weed- 
Growers Society only as a front to forward his one and only burning ambition in this 
world - to make the social pages of the Courier Mail and Tina’s party line.
Represented I.H. in swimming, hockey, tennis, circket, squash and for 3t minnutes, in 
football, thus winning the honour of a House Blue.
S. ROESTAM
He knew the precise psychological moment when to say nothing.
Sumitro is thought to live in International House. Seldom seen or heard, thus 
raising doubts about his frequent trips into the bush as being purely academic. Denies 
the existence of any girl-friends. Prior to starting his electrical engineering, he 
was indoctrinated for 3 months in Sydney. Original Mr. Nice-Guy from Indonesia.
Would like to get boiled eggs for breakfast on Fridays.
ANTHONY MAK,
'Silence is Golden'
He has a face that once seen is remembered, A follower of Confusicus and Lao 
Tze - he believes in the Buddist scriptures. "Know ye the truth and the truth shall 
set you free.” An educator in the tradition of Plato and Rouseau of the Confessions. 
Treats children as children and men as men. A dictum from Rouseau’s Emily. He has 
always considered I.H. men in this way.
--- oOo--- -
’Cowards die many times before their deaths;
The valiant never taste of death but once.
Of all the wonders that I yet have heard,
It seems to me most strange that men should fear; 
Seeing that death, a necessary end,
Will come when it will come. 1 Ceasar•
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